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Abstract. Motivated by the successful applications of commonsense
knowledge graphs (KGs) and encyclopedia KGs, many KG-based ap-
plications have been developed in education, such as course content vi-
sualization and learning path/material recommendations. While KGs for
education are often constructed manually, attempts have been made to
leverage machine learning algorithms to extract triples from teaching ma-
terials. However, education-related KGs learned by existing algorithms
contain significant amounts of redundancy and noise. It is because the
entities and relations in teaching materials are often instructional, ab-
stract, and implicit, while textbooks often contain detailed explanations,
examples, and illustrations. Off-the-shelf KG construction algorithms are
designed for concrete entities. To this end, we propose an effective frame-
work to construct low-redundant and high-accuracy KGs for education.
First, we design an ontology that is tailored for education. By choos-
ing related Wikidata items, we construct an instructional entity set. We
avoid using traditional methods such as named-entity recognition to ex-
tract entities from textbooks, aiming to reduce redundancy. Then, we
add subtopic relations among our selected instructional entities based
on the corresponding hierarchy in Wikidata, and form a backbone. Sec-
ond, we design a machine reading comprehension model with pre-defined
questions to extract other types of relations, such as equivalent to, ap-
plied to, and inventor of. Third, we apply active KG error detection to
further refine the KG with minimal human effort. In the experiments, we
take the artificial intelligence domain as an example and demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed framework. Our KG achieves an accuracy
of around 80% scored by domain experts.

Keywords: Educational knowledge graphs · Knowledge graph construction.

1 Introduction

Many encyclopedia knowledge graphs (KGs) [15], commonsense KGs [5], and
KGs for medical science1 have been developed, with a wide range of applica-
1 https://bioportal.bioontology.org
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tions such as search and recommendations [26]. Motivated by this, KG-based
applications have been developed in education, such as course content visualiza-
tion [13, 18], learning path/material recommendations [20], and university course
management [3]. For example, course content KGs could illustrate concepts and
knowledge in a hierarchical and systematic way [18].

While KGs for education are often constructed manually [20, 18], a few at-
tempts have been made to leverage machine learning algorithms to extract triples
from teaching materials [6]. Studies on machine-learning-based KG construction
for education could be divided into two classes. The former one aims to con-
struct KGs to represent course concepts [7]. The latter targets to learn KGs
to organize multimedia learning resources [11, 22]. Existing studies usually em-
ploy query languages and web scrapes to construct KGs from structured data
sources such as knowledge bases and HTML web pages. As for unstructured data
sources like textbooks, traditional pipelines containing named entity recognition
(NER) and relation extraction (RE) modules are a common solution for most
KG construction tasks [4, 2].

However, educational KGs developed by existing machine-learning-based al-
gorithms often contain significant numbers of redundant relations, and erroneous
triples. These issues reduce their usability in real-world teaching and learning
scenarios. First, low-accuracy. Different from real-world or common-sense KGs,
entities and relations in KGs for education are more abstract and hard to repre-
sent and extract. Even for human readers, it is difficult to distinguish the exact
borders of scientific terms compared with a person’s or organization’s name. In-
consistent spellings in domain papers and textbooks, further interrogated the
problems of entity recognition. While many existing pipelines finish this work in
a sequential manner, the errors produced by the NER stage will be magnified
in the RE stage, leading to noisy outputs. In addition, it is often quite difficult
to infer from the text description the relationships between educational topics,
such as their hierarchy. This can result in noisy or inaccurate relations in the
final KGs. Second, redundancy. Existing methods often try to extract as many
triples as possible from available data sources. While frameworks generate a large
number of triples with a certain level of redundancy, the KG refinement module
is often an ignored part of previous research. Without an effective way to filter
the results, a large portion of the information in KGs is trivial for educational
purposes. Students need to spare extra effort to distinguish valuable information
when exploring the KGs. Furthermore, it remains difficult to filter out incorrect
or redundant triples in KGs, given that annotations are expensive.

To solve these problems, we propose to leverage reliable resources to construct
KGs for education. Starting from the initial entity set, we extend the KGs with
reliable data sources like Computer Science Ontology [19] and Wikidata [24].
Then our framework takes the entities and relations from the first step as the
concise backbone and then effectively expands the KG with unstructured data
sources, i.e., textbooks and Wikipedia, without introducing erroneous triples
into KGs. Specifically, we designed a targeted machine reading comprehension
(MRC) method to extract concepts with pre-defined question patterns. By fo-
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cusing on particular relations in each step, e.g., subtopic_of, we automatically
generate questions like ‘What are subtopics of Natural Language Processing?’
and extract credible answers, i.e., candidate tail concepts of the topic entity
Natural_Language_Processing with respect to relation subtopic_of. We avoid
employing traditional methods like NER, which will lead to noise in the final
KG. After that, we filter the noisy triples by applying active error detection
methods. By effectively utilizing the backbone of KG and tailored ontology, our
framework achieve ideal accuracy and redundancy on the final output.

To this end, we propose a novel course KG construction framework for edu-
cation guided by a standard ontology. Specifically, entity attributes and relations
are well defined as criteria for computer science to avoid ambiguity. Along with
the protective confines, we effectively learn from concisely structured data for
building a KG backbone, as well as the abundant text corpus as unstructured
data to expand it. Moreover, we apply a tailored KG error detection method
with minimal human effort to further actively refine the final output by sin-
gling out suspicious triples. Extensive experiments and sufficient visualization
are included in this paper to show the robustness of our constructed KG. Our
contributions are summarized as follows.

– We propose an effective framework to construct low-redundant and high-
accuracy KGs for education.

– To reduce the redundancy, we learn a backbone based on related Wikidata
items and hierarchy, and avoid using named-entity recognition.

– To improve the accuracy, we design a machine reading comprehension task
with pre-defined questions to extract relations.

– We take the artificial intelligence domain as an example and empirically
evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework.

2 Methodology

Now we introduce the pipeline of the proposed framework as shown in Figure 1,
which is composed of four components. (i) The first component is ontology de-
sign, which is tailored for the education in the artificial intelligence domain. (ii)
The second component aims to build the backbone of KG from reliable struc-
tured data, including hierarchical relationships. (iii) The third component de-
signs MRC tasks and leverages the pre-trained language model to extract triples
from massive real-world unstructured resources. (iv) In the fourth component,
we finalize the KG by adopting an active learning based KG refinement model
to remove redundant triples. In each component, we invite several AI-oriented
experts to apply human inspection to the acquired triples to ensure the accuracy
of the KGs for education.

2.1 Ontology Design

The objective of KGs construction is to extract a set of triples (h, r, t), composed
of a head entity h, a relation r, and a tail entity t from external resources. We
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Fig. 1. A framework for constructing high-accuracy and low-redundancy KGs.

believe that the ontology design should be in line with the motivation facilitating
the minimization of errors and redundancy in the KGs. To reduce potential errors
and redundancy, we design the ontology with the capability to uniquely identify
each entity. Each entity is associated with six attributes: Type, Description,
Wikidata ID, Wikipedia Link, Tutorial Videos and Books. The definitions and
detailed explanations of entities and relations are shown in Table 1.

Entity Attributes Definition
Type Topics or people
Description Short texts explain the entity
Wikidata ID Wikidata knowledge ID (if any)
Wikipedia Link Link to Wikipedia (if any)
Tutorial Videos Link to recommended videos (if any)
Tutorial Books Link to recommended books (if any)

Relation types Definition
Subtopic_of A is a subtopic of B
Equivalent_to A is an alias of B
Applied_to A is applied to B
Invented_by A is proposed/invented by B

Table 1. The definitions of entities and relations in KGs.

2.2 Backbone with Entity Set and Hierarchical Relations

After defining the entities and relations, we focus on the backbone construction
of the target KG. Most real-world available knowledge could be roughly catego-
rized into structured and unstructured forms. Empirically, structured data have
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been preprocessed by labor engineering while in a format directly accessible by
machines, so the extracted triples are less prone to noise. It could satisfy our
requirements for accuracy and low redundancy compared with those extracted
from unstructured data. Therefore, we will shed light on how we start with
reliable structured data to obtain initial triples first.

Instructional Entity Set and Hierarchical Relations The backbone of
KG establishes connections between a bunch of relevant core concepts in the
specific domain, which is able to picture a concise and organized taxonomy for
the domain. As we are constructing KG for abstract instructional entities, it is
essential to first obtain a set of high-quality entities and relations as a backbone
at the beginning to assist later construction processes. In this step, we focus
on subtopic relations between the backbone entities set as an essential basis.
To build the hierarchical backbone from the top, we collect high-level entities
and select them from textbook glossaries, Wikidata, and the Computer Science
Ontology, a large-scale ontology for taxonomy in computer science generated by
the Klink-2 algorithm [16].

To add low-level entities to the backbone, we continue focusing on the pre-
defined relation subtopic and refer to a large open data source Wikidata, a
structured version of Wikipedia to collect instructional entities. Wikidata al-
lows many editors to collaboratively update entries and store it in a structured
manner. Therefore, the extracted knowledge has relatively higher confidence in
maintaining a high-level accuracy and low-redundancy. We assign the entity
name in the obtained backbone of KG as the subject of the query and use
SPARQL to retrieve entities that satisfy the subtopic relation. Only the valu-
able triples matching the ontology design are left to conduct entity alignment
and linked to the original backbone KG. The combination of extracted triples be-
tween CSO[19] and Wikidata the two reliable resources completes the backbone
structure construction and the probability of introduced errors will be further
reduced.

Multimedia Entity Attributes We enrich the backbone by adding informa-
tion to the entity’s attributes, such as the video and book links. The linked
e-learning resources provide comprehensive, relevant tutorial videos and teach-
ing books for the target entity. They are beneficial for students to understand
the background knowledge when exploring the KGs. The resource selection com-
bines both domain experts’ recommendations and search engine querying. For
search engine querying, we define the main search keyword as the entity’s name
in the obtained backbone KGs. To prevent incorporating unrelated resources
with the same name, we define sophisticated rules to filter erroneous resources.
The ranking of candidate videos and books takes the total number of views and
average ratings into consideration. Finally, we select top-1 high-quality tutorial
videos and books as the target entity attributes.
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2.3 Completing Knowledge Graph with Unstructured Data

After the KG backbone construction, we aim to extend the scale of KG by adding
more relations from unstructured data such as texts and web pages. Currently,
there are two mainstream methods to adopt. One is based on the open-source
IE packages, and the other utilizes fine-tuned machine reading comprehension
(MRC) tasks. The most popular models in IE packages are designed for specific
relation extractions and often require a large amount of training corpus for a new
target domain. The training data often requires expensive engineering expertise
to train an applicable model. To be free of this labor, we pay attention to how
we extract triples based on fine-tuned MRC tasks.

We consider two text sources: Wikipedia entries, and classical textbooks,
which are relatively reliable and high-quality. The core task is to add multiple
trustworthy relations, except for subtopics from different publications and open-
source knowledge bases to the KG backbone.

Relation Question Answer
Applied_to Where is e1 applied to? e2
Subtopic_of What is the subtopic of e3? e4
Inventor_of Who is the inventor of e5? e6

Table 2. Question and answer examples used in MRC.

Relation Extraction as Machine Reading Comprehension Task The
general relation extraction procedure can be divided into two key stages: en-
tity recognition (NER) and relation extraction (RE). In the NER stage, to push
the model to identify the specialized terms in the sentences, high volume anno-
tated data are necessary to train deep learning models while simple rule-based
extraction methods have insufficient generalization capacity to extract meaning-
ful facts. Motivated by the aforementioned problems, we propose a novel deep
learning based approach by virtue of pre-trained models to identify new entities.

As many studies point out, large-scale pre-trained language models already
contain a specific prerequisite knowledge about low-level semantics and factoid
commonsense to produce high-quality results on many downstream tasks [17].
Pre-trained language models learn to extract generic features with unsupervised
learning from large-scale unlabeled data. Therefore, we only need to fine-tune
it with a few labeled data without substantial architecture modifications and
training corpus. We apply it to automatically identify entities and extract rela-
tions from texts by creating MRC tasks. Given a clean text and questions with
a well-defined format in advance, MRC tasks push the chosen model to retrieve
answers from the texts [12].

In this way, we can transform the relation extraction task into finding the
answer to a formulated question from a given text. The question input to the
model is related to a particular relation and head/tail entity. Then the returned
answer will be the text span of the most likely tail/head entity in the given text.
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The whole method consists of the following steps as shown in the Algorithm
1. First, we use several manually defined template questions tailored to extract
triples for specific relations. The example questions are shown in Table 2.3. The
placeholder will be replaced with the entity’s name. Then, the long texts are
segmented according to the maximum input length of the MRC model, and
overlaps between segments are required to prevent splitting the possible answer
span into two segments. For each text from segmented texts, we then feed each
generated question in order along with text to the MRC model to get multiple
candidate answers, which are sorted by the confidence scores. Last, we keep only
one answer with the highest confidence scores, which represents the wanted tail
entity.

Algorithm 1: MRC for Relation Extraction
Input: inputText; questionTemplate; headEntity;
Output: tailEntity
initialization;
textList← splitLongText(inputText,maxlength);
questionList← generateQuestion(headEntity, questionTemplate);
for t in textList do

for q in questionList do
ans, ansScore←MRCmodel(t, q) ;
if ansScore ≥ scoreThreshold then

ansList = ansList+ (ans, ansScore)

ansList.SortbyScore();
tailEntity ← ansList.Pop();
return tailEntity

Next, we improve the quality of the returned triples by excluding results with
low confidence scores and those not meeting the requirements (e.g., too long
word length or containing special symbols). The answer spans may consist of
juxtaposed nouns, which include multiple potential entities. We further truncate
this juxtaposed noun into several entities. Finally, the extracted head/tail entities
and relations are linked to the KG backbone or knowledge bases obtained in the
previous step.

2.4 Active Learning Based Knowledge Graph Refinement

In this section, we introduce a tailored KG refinement model to automatically
single out suspicious and redundant triples. Early studies of KG refinement
mainly rely on rule-based methods. Typically, AMIE [10] introduces a rule min-
ing model under the Open World Assumption and uses an altered metric to
measure the degree of each data instance being true, and AMIE+ [9] extends
this method to large-scale KGs. Nonetheless, they are all limited by the difficulty
of obtaining sufficient and correct rules. Given correct rules, those methods can
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Algorithm 2: An Active Learning Strategy for KG Refinement
Input: a KG for pre-training Gp and a noisy KG for predicting Gt
Output: the noisy set Sn and the clean set Sc

1 Tl, Tu ← SPLIT(Gp, τ)
2 Sn ← ∅; Sc ← ∅
3 train a detector D based on the annotated triple set Tl
4 N ← the maximum number of iterations
5 m← 0
6 while m < N do
7 T ← queryStrategy(Tu)
8 get labels of T
9 T ′

l ← Tl ∪ T ; T ′
u ← Tu − T

10 retrain the detector D based on T ′
l

11 m← m+ 1

12 foreach t ∈ Gt do
13 l̂← predict the label of t according to D
14 if l̂ == −1 then //noisy set
15 Sn ← add t into Sn
16 else //clean set
17 Sc ← add t into Sc

18 return Sn and Sc

spot erroneous triples that violate the rules, but if they are not able to detect er-
rors that are not included in these rules, then some potential errors with complex
patterns may escape detection.

Thus, we tend to leverage external labeled data to learn an effective error de-
tector that classifies triples in KGs into noisy and clean sets. Large-scale labeled
data could theoretically boost the detection ability of the proposed detector.
However, gathering plenty of labeled data requires a lot of manual work. In
order to decrease the number of labels while maintaining the detection model’s
reliability, we integrate active learning (AL) techniques into the training process.

The pseudocode of our proposed AL-based error detection method, i.e. ALED,
is presented in Algorithm 2. Concretely, we first divide the pretraining KG Gp

into a sizable unlabeled triple set Tu and a tiny labeled set Tl. Then, using the
labeled data Tl, it trains a detector D. In order to get desirable detection per-
formance, ALED iteratively chooses a set T of data from the unlabeled pool U
to retrain the detector D, using a different query method for each iteration. A
well-trained detector D is created after N iterations. Next, ALED employs the
detector D to anticipate the label of each triple t in the noisy KG Gt. If t is
erroneous, it will be classified into noisy set, i.e. Sn. Otherwise, it will be added
into the clean set, i.e. Sc.
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3 Experiments

3.1 Human Evaluation and Scoring

To verify the quality of the KG, we first randomly sampled 50 triples from
the KG and employed 3 experts and PhD students in the AI domain to score
the results, with 0 being considered incorrect and 1 being considered correct.
Our KG received a accuracy rate from the three scorers by 84%, 78%, and
82%, respectively. The Table 3 shows the comparison results for KG generated
by different methods, especially rule-based methods [21] and machine learning
methods [25], with the same inputs. Therefore, we can draw the conclusion that,
when compared to other existing construction methods, our framework is able
to produce results with higher accuracy.

Table 3. Evaluation Scores of KGs by different construction methods.

Our KG KG by Rules KG by ML Models
Annotator 1 84% 24% 24%
Annotator 2 78% 16% 40%
Annotator 3 82% 36% 52%

We then examined the coverage of domains in our KG by hiring 3 PhD
students to score the taxonomic relationships and comprehensiveness based on
a set of expert-annotated hierarchical relations, which contains 135 key domain
relationships as a gold standard. The results show that our KG has 56 perfect
matches with the expert annotated KG and 46 half matches (only matches with
head entity or tail entity) within 135 key domain relationships, which guarantees
satisfactory coverage in the computer science domain.

3.2 Visualization and Case Study

As we designed this KG with the ability to visualize connections between con-
cepts, we then visualized a part of the results of our KG for a case study. As
shown in Figure 2, a visualization example for partial relations in KG is pro-
vided. When choosing artificial intelligence as the focused topic of the graph,
our KG clearly pictures its relationship with other subtopics. It also pinpoints
the relationship between the application of one topic to other domains. With
the educational ontology design, the KG does not contain too much redun-
dant information, and the visualization of the connections between entities is
more intuitive. E-learning resources are included in attributes, such as recom-
mended textbooks, which are very helpful for students to understand or learn
new concepts. For clearer illustration, we further present the local structure of
one subgraph in Figure 3 centered on one subtopic.

With our KGs, students can discover potential connections between concepts
through direct interaction or search queries, which is often difficult to accomplish
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Fig. 2. Overall visualization of KG for certain subtopics.

Fig. 3. Local structure of one subgraph.

through literal reading and traditional classroom lecturing. Compared to many
large KGs, it maintains the clarity of taxonomy without providing overly complex
information for beginners. It concentrates on the necessary relationships and
other learning resources.

4 Related Work

Although high-quality KGs for education purposes often require significant amounts
of effort from experts, considerable research has focused on constructing KGs
with deep learning methods. We divide the previous research work into two
classes as follows [1].
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Course concept knowledge graphs. This line of research aims to extract
educational concepts from textbooks and other resources to represent relations
between different concepts in courses. This provides visualization for abstract
concepts in a domain, which helps students to have a better understanding of
certain domains and establish clearer connections. Dessì et al. extracted large-
scale KGs from published papers in the CS domain with relation extraction
models but without emphasis on educational purposes [8]. Qin et al. studied
how KGs can be used in teaching a specific subject in computer science [18].
They used web crawlers to obtain raw data from websites and then extracted
entities and relations using trained machine-learning modules.

Prerequisite relations are important in teaching and learning. Prerequisite
relations mining focuses on finding prerequisite relations from course descrip-
tions and related materials for course learning. For example, which courses or
knowledge should be acquired first in order to understand a new topic or take
a new course. Liang et al. explored data-driven methods to recover prerequisite
relations for different university courses [14]. Recently, Sun et al. proposed Con-
Learn, a contextual-knowledge-aware approach to tackle this task [23]. Their
work utilizes pre-trained language models to generate contextual information
and graph neural networks to process the features. This mainly provides conve-
nience for teachers to plan and prepare curriculum design. Building KGs focused
on prerequisite relations concentrates more on the learning schedule and course
plan.

Multimedia learning material knowledge graphs. Several studies focus
on integrating e-learning resources into KGs and linking different concepts with
relations between courses. Recently, Dang et al. constructed KGs for MOOCs
with a focus on education using Wikipedia data [7]. Li et al. proposed a sys-
tem named MEduKG to integrate multi-modal information into KGs for ed-
ucation [11]. The previous one concentrates on resource organization based on
existing MOOC data into KGs. The latter one concentrates more on constructing
KG from multimedia learning resources like slides, textbooks, and recordings.
They used NER and RE components to construct KGs but from multi-media
data resources. Aliyu et al. constructed KG for university course management
based on structured data [3]. They used KGs to store and manage data for uni-
versity courses, like instructors, teaching semesters, etc. It can be used to store
teaching arrangement information for universities.

Errors may be accumulated during the NER process. Existing educational
KGs constructed by machine learning algorithms often contain noises and redun-
dant triples, which make these KGs impractical to some extent. Our framework
employs tailored designs to learn low-redundant and high-accuracy KGs.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a framework to construct KGs for education. Unlike
other KG construction methods, we aim to build a KG with high accuracy
and low redundancy. Starting from the ontology to build the backbone, the
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framework then leverages reliable data sources with tailored methods. Moreover,
we apply active KG error detection to refine the KG with minimal human effort.
Our case study and visualization demonstrate how this framework produces KG
for education with high-quality and integrated learning resources, enabling the
final KG to be a useful aid for education. We also designed a machine reading
comprehension method to extract relations from unstructured data. This method
can be applied for relation extraction in various domains without a large amount
of training data. The experimental results show that it performs well for handling
practical real-world data. In the future, we will focus on the following aspects:
Firstly, further expanding the size of the KG by introducing more relations and
entity types for education, while keeping high accuracy and low redundancy.
Secondly, explore algorithms to refine the KGs more effectively and measure the
quality of the outputs. Thirdly, apply the KGs to educational downstream tasks,
such as question and answer systems, learning course planning, etc.
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